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THEORY OF CONFLICT

ABSTRACT

Disputes not resolved by negotiation may lead to conflict.
Thj s paper investigates the course and outcome of such conflict
bel ween two parties, who respond with aggressive behavior to
injury experienced at low levels but become submissive in
ref^ponse to sufficiently high levels of harm.

Legal sanctions, analyzed in terms of the marginal penalty
with increased harm, may affect the occurrence or
outcome of conflict.
The paper finds, however, that a policy
trcideoff exists between deterring the occurrence of conflict and
liiriti.ig the harm in conflicts which do occur.
Moreover, the
del err;mt effects of legal sanctions can be enhanced--or
viliat-;d- -by other forms of sanction such as social sanctions
and saictions internalized by the individual party.
Conflict
beliavior is also affected by the availability or "prices" of
activities which serve as alternatives to conflict.
Finally,
bee aus^^i equilibria at low levels of harm may be unstable, under
sore c:>ndltions the conflict can easily escalate in an "arms
race" v'ashion to much greater levels of harm.
asj;Oci'ited

Although applicable in

a

variety of dispute contexts, the

thf^ory is developed more fully here in the context of disputes
betweevi individuals, and then examined briefly in its
apj lien t ion to the labor relations setting.

A THEORY OF CONFLICT

Parties to

a

dispute who are unable to reach negotiated

agreement may turn to other processes for resolving their

Management and labor may turn to binding

differences:

arbitration, for example,
specifies; parties to

a

if their contract or a statute so

legal dispute are subject to the

regulatory agency or court.

decision of

a

settings,

third party is called upon to determine the outcome,

a

In these and other

and that outcome can be imposed upon the parties whether they

affirmatively assent to it or not.

By contrast, other disputes may involve direct conflict

between the parties, who pursue their dispute in that fashion
until

l:he

course of conflict determines the result.*

Industrial strikes and lockouts, international armed conflict,

tariff wars, and interpersonal conflict are examples in which
third parties capable of intervening lack

a

mandate to do so, do

not exist, or are unable to intervene before the conflict has

taken its course.'

This paper presents

a

general theory of conflict between

two parties, developed first in the context of conflict between

individuals, and then briefly applied to the industrial

relations setting.
analysis here.

There are several reasons for beginning the

Perhaps most obvious is the fact that parties to

many sorts of disputes, ranging from labor unions to countries
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are themselves collections of individuals, with conflict

at war

occurring within as well as between these groups.'

Second,

it

har often been the prospect of such conflict which prompted

creation of third-party decisionmakers such as courts and
arbitrators.

Criminal and tort law find their beginnings in the

search for alternatives to private justice, much as the jury
trial itself supplanted trial by combat.*

Understanding

two-party conflict may therefore contribute to better understanding the role and effectiveness of third-party processes for
Third,

dispute resolution.
confli'.:t

the problem of interpersonal

implicates issues of current policy interest,

the deterrent effect of the death penalty,

including

secondary effects of

unemployment, and policies toward the family.

I

.

The Tie to Previous Work

Although economics has offered

*"

panoply of theories about

as well as disputes resolved

dirputes resolved by negotiation^
by third-party decision-makers,

a

it has offered relatively few

about disputes resolved by conflict between the primary
paities.'

The literature which does exist has emerged

principally in the area of labor economics, addressed to those
factors affecting the occurrence and outcomes of strikes.

Sir

John Hicks' model of labor negotiations (1927) described the
wage settlement as depending upon the "expected length of
strike" but provided no corresponding theory of actual strike

duiation.

More recently, Orley Ashenfelter and George Johnson
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presented and estimated

a

model in which management seeks to

maximize the value of its future profits in light of anticipated

union concession behavior; and in which the union's "acceptable"
wage falls with strike duration.

Although the union's behavior

in striking at all is viewed as being at odds with its

collective self-interest, the strike is characterized as serving
a

constructive purpose "as an equilibrating mechanism to square

up the union membership's wage expectations with what the firm

may be prepared to pay.

"°

The disparity between the political

aspirations of union leaders, as fostered by an adversarial
stance with management,

and the union members'

financial

self-interest apparently leads the organization to embark on an
otherwise anomalous course.

Extending the Ashenfelter and Johnson framework and
estimating the resulting model, Henry Farber (1978) foumd the
union's rate of concession to vary with the potential

effectiveness of

a

strike.

Both the Ashenfelter and Johnson

model and the Farber variant on it assume that the pattern of

union wage concessions is one of exponential decay over the
course of the strike; and that management, sizing up this
concesr>ion schedule in advance,

acquiesces in the strike whose

duration and resulting wage concessions yield
value for the firm's future profit stream.

a

maximum present

Although each paper

offers explanations in support of the concession function

adopted -- the former attributing its functional form to a
learning response by the union

(p.
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37 n.ll)

and the latter

^

chf^racUerizing it as an asymptotic approach toward the best

allernitive wage available to union members -- they appear to

determination of the concession function as yet an open

vi( w the

que stion

.

Melvin Reder and George Neumann found empirical support
foi

model of strike behavior in which the bargaining

th-;«ir

parties engage in lower strike activity where the strike's
costs to the parties are higher.

conbin'-'d

bai gai ling problem as one of "joint choice"

Characterizing the
(p.

867),

the

aulhor-; investigated explanatory factors affecting this choice
wilhou;-.

constructing separate models of union and management

corces.-jion behavior.
pr€!vio''isl

Consequently they, like the

/-mentioned authors, did not focus specifically on

continied interaction between the parties, such as might occur
in the course of an ongoing strike.

where parties can engage in interactive behavior

'et,

duj ing a

conflict the resulting outcome may be affected.

And

"[iln 'he absence of special behavioral assumptions, there is no
way to as-ure that the implied cycle of actions and reaction
wiJ.l,

)n fact,

Gould

las

converge to an equilibrium solution," as John

pointed out

(p.

287).

ancilyz^ng litigation decisions,

For purposes of tractability in

Gould made the assumptions

necessnry to obviate the potential problems of escalating
coriflict;

but as

uniesoived.

a

consequence, his initial reservations remain

As discussed in later parts of this paper,

the

concern about existence and stability of equilibria is prescient
and well-founded.

While conflicts may in the industrial relations context be

viewed as mistakes -- occasioned perhaps by the divergence
between political incentives faced by union leaders and
financial self-interest of the rank and file -- the scant

literature on social interaction adopts
tive.

a

different perspec-

Relationships characterized by "envy and hatred,

"^°

considered within Gary Becker's theory of social interactions,
admit of the possibility that conflict could supplant concord,

with malevolent behavior contributing to the satisfaction of
party.

In Becker's theory,

a

the social environment acts as an

input to the production of "basic wants" -- which in turn

provide utility -- and hence any changes in social interaction
affect the utility attained by an individual in

a

manner similar

to thai; of changes in more tangible factors of production.

In contrast to the conflict analysis of economics,

behavioral sciences offer

a

'
'

the

menu of theories in which discussion

of goal-pursuing behavior is largely absent; these theories seek

chiefly to explain violent behavior on the part of persons who

know one another.
and Short,

Learning theorists, such as Dollard, Henry

and Freud in his earlier years, characterize

aggression as

a

"learned" response to frustration, pain or

threat (labeled the "frustration-aggression theory").

In

particular, physical aggression is an adaptation or learned
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'

repponse to stresses which arise in the ordinary course of
family and work life.'^

Other sources of frustration include

the failure to realize past expectations about the present and

despair at poor prospects for the future.''
learning or adaptation is apparently
"Individual pathology is but
violence).

a

This sort of

normal experience:

a

minor element [in interpersonal

Few if any of the people

...

studied can be considered

as suffering from any gross abnormality."

A second school of thought,

(Gelles;

1972:16).

represented by Lorenz, Freud

(eventually) and others contends that aggression is not

a

learned response, but rather, an instinct "...and therefore an
inborn aspect of the human endowment."'*
scientists, too, consider aggression

These social

normal behavior.

a

Still other researchers, particularly anthropologists and

sociologists, describe behavior in terms of cultural factors
such an the social legitimation and acceptability of

viclence.'-

Winston Churchill once speculated that the

increase in violence following World War

butable to the war behavior itself,'"
thj s approach.

Finally,

a

I

was partly attri-

view consistent with

sociological studies of deterrence

suggest that violent behavior -- whatever its origin -- may be

reduced by the prospect of legal penalties,

a

perspective shared

by much of the existing economics research on criminal
behavior.

'
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Despite this diversity in approach, the theories generally
attribute to the aggressor
and control;

a

surprising degree of rationality

they recognize the ability of the individual human
and to so refrain by choice.

not to attack,

Contrary to the

popular notion of crimes of passion, "[ajttack is far from
inevitable."

"In humans ... anger is seldom followed by destruc-

Even instinct theorist Lorenz cites the need

tive attack."'^

to "control our natural inclinations...."^^

In short,

aggression involves some degree of discretionary behavior and is
hence an appropriate subject of economic investigation.^"

A second item of agreement among those who have researched
it is the finding that serious conflicts in a relationship are

frequently part of

a

sequence of such incidents marked by

successive escalation in levels of injury.'^

victim may play

a

Further, the

vital role in initiating (Barnard et al.) or

provoking the conflict.^

^

Where single-conflict events do

occur, they tend not to be atypical,

isolated events in

a

relationship.

Third,

the wide variation in occurrence of violence

suggests that some conditions are more likely than others to
give rise to conflict.

For example,

rates of violence have been

shown to vary among countries and cultural subgroups;^

^

among

different age and income groups;^* by religion and race;^^

by month day of the week, hour of the
different weather conditions.^''

day;''^

even under

These and other empirically
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noted relationships suggest that,
thf

si igle

far from being determined by

effects of instinct, or of learning experience, or by

ing social standards, conflict occurs in the presence

pr( vai

(aid absence) of all these conditions;
vai iables result in a

and changes in underlying

changed conflict response.

Cor.cep ts E mployed in the Theory

•>ummarizing the behavioral literature here for the purpose

of bui ding an economic model -- and,

in particular,

seeking to

conflict in terms of goal-pursuing behavior --

ancilyz^!

upc.n tie

I

draw

following concepts:

Individuals engage in conflict not as an end in itself
bul

as a means to another end;

pel son yields satisfaction,

aroume

it

aggression or harm to another

and may be represented as an

in the utility function.'^

Here,

increased

satisfaction is interpreted to mean decreased stress, where the
latter term has
terms,

a

rather specific meaning in medical-behavioral

associated with various physiological manifestations such

as hea'-t rate,

J:.

adrenaline, and other indicators.'"

The seriousness of the conflict is measured by the

harm inflicted by each of the parties upon the other.

3.

'°

Increased satisfaction (stress reduction) may be

accomplished through engaging in conflict, as suggested above.
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'

or by non-conflict alternative activities.

Although the list of

possibilities is long and differs from one individual to
another,

it will be assumed in the analysis which follows that

the alternative activity for an individual is known and its

Such activities might include finding

availability measurable.
a job,

obtaining

loan,

a

participating in community groups, and

other "constructive" activities which provide satisfaction and
require one's effort (time).

4.

Legal,

social,

and internal sanctions -- i.e.,

the

levels of these sanctions and the extent of their enforcement -act as a price for conflict behavior.
a

Legal sanctions represent

public price effected through fines, imprisonment, and other

forms of penalty.^

^

Social sanctions reflect the

acceptribi Lity of conflict behavior within the individual's

reference group, with violence being more acceptable in some
Internal sanctions

cultures or occupations than in others.'^

are primarily a reflection of an individual's biography, with

lower internal penalties frequently

a

reflection of experimental

familiarly with violence.'

5.

Individuals typically respond to relatively low levels

of violence with anger and aggressiveness -- often responding to

injury in kind -- but beyond some level of prospective harm,
they respond with fear and submissiveness
of

harm,

.

In the former range

anger serves to "discount" the price effects of other
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.

foims of sanction;

in the latter range,

the effects of the penalties,
thj s response to
eqvji
f ol

as discussed further below.

It is

threat or pain which constitutes the

librating mechanism in the two-party conflict model that

lows

I I

A

fear tends to accentuate

.

.

Theoret ic al Framework

Equ ilibrium f or an Individua 1

The behavioral literature associates increased
in the form of decreased stress, with the level of

satisfaction,

aggressivs activity H (harm) and with levels of alternative
activities,

L,

where the latter are in the nature of job search,

recreation, or other nonconflict activity.'*

If the

preference function of the individual is assumed to exhibit the
usual properties of positive but declining marginal utility with

respect to each of the independent variables, then one can
derive the compensated demand functions

H =

f„ (p„ ,p.

,U*)

(1)

and
L = f.(p„

where

p„

is the

,P.,UM,

(2)

"price" of engaging in conflict behavior; p^

signifies the price of the best alternative to conflict, as,
exsmple,

the search cost of finding employment;
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for

and U* denotes

th€ initial utility level.'

9H/3p„

are consistent with theories of criminal deterrence

and BL/Spt,
(Ehrlich,

The negative signs of

^

Cook) and of labor force participation (Bowen

1973;

and Finegan; Block and Heineke)

With activities H and L

.

considered to be substitute goods,

a

positive sign of 9H/ 3Pl

is consistent with earlier findings on the effects of unemploy-

ment on criminal behavior generally (Fleisher, 1953, 1966;
Wolpin) and the frequently noted relationship between violence
and the business cycle (Brenner, Thomas), discussed elsewhere in

this paper.

The price of aggression,
as follows.

p„

,

is developed in more detail

Let y(H) be the structure of statutory penalties,

where y measures,

for example,

years of sentence as an

increaf^ing function of the level of harm.'^

The penalty

function is assumed to be continuous and twice dif ferentiable,
except possibly at maxjHj = H* which represents death of the

victim and typically carries substantially more severe
penalties.

In general form then.

ry^ (H) for H
y(H) =

J

^

and dy/dH

>

0,

<

H*

(3)

y* for H=H*,

y*

^ sup

{Y;,(H)].''

The enforcement of statutory penalties, e(H), is also an

increasing function, with death of the victim possibly invoking

markedly greater enforcement.

We assume that both the statutory
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peralties and their enforcement increase at an increasing rate
wiih H

and thus for effective sanction e(H)y(H), we have

d(e.y)/dH
d'

foi

(e.y)/dH'

H ^0,H*),

and

>

>

(and e(H)y(H)

<

e(H*) for H

thr pr>bability that death occurs,
inflict: H harm;'"

H*

)

Let h(H) be

.

even though the intent is to
>

0,

d'

h/dH'

0.

>

The

legal sanction is then

exject'^id

^(U) =

a

we expect dh/dH

<

h(H)e(H*)y(HM

+

(

l-h(H) )e(H) y (H)

(4)

,

lunci:ion which assigns relatively more weight to the penalties

foi

honiclde as the likelihood of its occurrence increases.

'"he

effect of legal sanctions is then represented by the

majginil legal penalty structure s(H), which is
increa^-.ing function of H.
us(.d h--;re,
foi

al

lav),''

positive

(The marginal penalty structure is

since the unit "price" of aggression is not constant

values of H.)

in the short run,
privat'-!

a

Although this penalty structure is fixed

it is altered in the longer term by public and

actions affecting enforcement practice and statutory
ani by the technologies of medicine,

wet.pon iry,

transportation and

which determine the likelihood that

rerult-) in death.

For example,

a

given injury

improved medical care in route

to the hospital causes h(H) to fall,

14-

and would reduce the

.

sanction by assigning lower weight to homicide

exp)ect';d

penalties

Mitigating or enhancing the effect of legal penalties
are:

(1)

social sanctions g{H) which are determined by

standards of one's profession, neighborhood or other reference
and (2) internal sanctions m(H) reflecting one's

group;

upbringing and experiences, with, for example, m being lower,
ceteris paribus, for persons in whose childhood homes violence
was acceptable and commonplace.*"
and m constant,

Ph (H)

where

a

For simplicity, we assume g

and the effective structure of sanctions is

= p(g,m,a,s'(H))

(5)

represents additional factors such as anger which alter

perception of the legal, social and internal sanctions in

a

consistent -- i.e., order preserving -- fashion as discussed
moie below.

The effect of alternative values of

a,

g,

and m is

to shift the effective penalty function (the analog of supply),

thus changing the price at which equations (1) and (5) are
siniultaneously satisfied.

Substituting from (5) into (1), the

condition for equilibrium of the individual is that

H =

fn

(p(g,m,a,

s'

),p,,U*).

(6)

Given the assumptions made in constructing the effective

penalty function, the equilibria arising from alternative values
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or functional forms in equation (5) merely trace out the demand
For the set of solutions represented by equation (6),

function.
thfjn

w-j

have -H/

Sg,

dH/bm,

3H/ba,dH/os'

<

0,

and oH/oPl

>

0,

as before.

Even with this simple model for an individual,

interesting comparative statics results emerge.

several

Among the more

obvious ones, we would expect greater frequency of violence

within groups or societies where the social sanctions are low
(ceteris paribus legal sanctions).

This is consistent with

anthropological findings for both literate and nonliterate
societies (Palmer).

Sociologists and others contend that

although the form of violence varies among countries, the

countries in which social sanctions are comparatively lower tend
to experience higher levels of violence.*'

The inventory of factors associated with lower internal

sanctions includes the absence of other persons in the room
(Gellen,

Gelles.

1972), violence in the childhome home (Henry and Short;
1972),

Bettellieim)

;

and housing density and crowding (Carstairs;

where these conditions occur, violence is more

frequent than otherwise.

Much of the behavioral research on individual violence
cites the disparity between aspirations and achievement as

major source of stress.

a

Since any utility increase, U-U*,

reflects the gap between the individual's aspiration and actual

-16-

it is reasonable to search for conditions affecting

attainment,

the end points of this gap.

Political scientists and others

have c/.iaracterized group violence as response to disappointment

when achievement falls short of expectations; in the case of
revolutions, this disparity may occur even in the face of

a

net

improvement in social and economic achievement (Davies;
Berkowitz; Buss).*^

Gurr carries the analysis further, using

data on collective violence to support his theory that "relative

deprivation" is

a

Interestingly, his

cause of civil strife.

findings align well with those of economists Danziger and

Wheeler linking levels of criminal activity with relative

position in the income distribution.*^

A second setting in which the gap between aspirations and

achievement plays

a

role is presented by

a

sociological theory

of stress on the family as a function of stage of the life cycle
(Gove et al

.

)

.

Briefly stated, the theory links stress on the

family -- which may be indexed by financial stress -- to the

disparity between available resources and perceived needs.
the early stages of the family life cycle,

In

for example, total

labor force participation and consequently, income, are reduced

even as expenses mount rapidly with the arrival of children.
The level of stress subsides markedly only later,

as children

begin Leaving the home and bringing income into the house, and
in any event, providing greater autonomy to the parents in the

use of their income and time resources.

This age profile of

stress on the family is replicated across demographic groups.

17-

)

wilh

tiie

timing of pressure peaks varying with the occupation

and education of parents;

the stress periods may be more or less

concentrated, depending upon the spacing of children.

Juxtaposing the life cycle theory of stress with the model

presented above, we would expect that if aggression occurs in
families in response to stress, these incidents would be more
likely to occur at stages of the life cycle characterized by
(This is not to say that such incidents will

greater stress.

occur for any given family,

since other variables affect the

decision to engage in aggressive behavior.)

Indeed,

the age

profile of assailants in aggravated assault cases** closely
refembl.es the profile of stress over the family life cycle,

depicted in Figure
represented by
fi\e

p"^r

findini.j

a

1.

Here,

as

stress over the life cycle is

proxy measure, the number of children under age

thousand women in each age category (Census).*^

This

and the earlier cited behavioral research are consonant
[

Figure

1

here

with the characterization of stress as arising from the

disparity between aspirations and achievement.

B

.

Interaction and Conflic t

In the model of an individual presented above,

reference

wa& made to additional factors which alter the price of
aggres55ive behavior.

Here we make the definition more explicit.
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and provide some examples of the way these additional factors

affect the occurrence and outcome of conflict.

Consider first the effects of anger and fear.

In terms of

physiological response, these emotions may be viewed as

manifestations of

a

single emotion, differing from one another

Adopting the

primarily in degree rather than in kind.**

notion introduced earlier, we associate anger with lower values
In accordance with the

of a and fear with higher values.

behavioral literature (e.g., Dollard et al
the level of harm experienced increases,

we assume that as

so does anger,

up to

That is, as harm to the

some point, after which fear sets in.

individual increases, the value of

) ,

falls (and the effective

a

sanction declines) until increased harm serves to augment the

price of aggression, and further harm experienced by the
individual results in submissiveness, that is, in decreased

aggression in response.

In Figure 2,

p*

represents the

penalty function which obtains (instead of
refmlts in value

a'

instead of

a°

.

p?,

)

when anger

Alternatively, when fear

cai^ses the effective penalties to rise,

p^n is the relevant

penalty function.
[Figure

2

here]

Relabelling the terms introduced earlier by adding the
subscript

party

II

1

for party

I

causes to party

and denoting by
I,

H2

the harm which

the equilibrium conditions for party

-19-

.

I

sre rewritten as

with
a

]

H,

=

f„,(p„,(gw

a,

=

k, (H,

H,

=

r, (Hj

Ti\,,a,,sl),

p,, ,Uf)

(7)
(8)

)

first rising (aggressive range),

)

reaching

maximum and then declining (submissive range) as graphed below

in Figure 3
[

Figure

here

3

These assamptions regarding the shape of the response function
are consistent with the empirical findings on individual

Dollard and Miller).

rer-ponse to aggression (see e.g.,

A

similar argument is made by Gurr with respect to group response;
he finds empirical support for

function of this form in

a

estimating the magnitude (casualties) of civil strife as

a

function of coercive force used by the relevant authorities.*'
A special case in which only the submissive portion of the

function appears in the relevant domain would be similar to the
coiices;;ion

pattern assumed by Ashenfetter and Johnson and by

Faiber (1978).

Replicating the preceding analysis for the second party
yields the corresponding functions:

H2

= fH2 (Ph2 (92

32

= k2 (H,

,

ni2

,3^ ,s^

)

,

p,,

2

,Ut

)

(10)
(11)

)
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which in turn give the response relationship

H,

=

r, (H, ).

The functions

(12)

r^ (H^

and

)

r2 (Hj

)

depict the response by

each party to harm inflicted by the other, and are similar to
the reaction functions of duopoly or bilateral monopoly

theory.*^

The points

(Hi

,

Hj

)

which satisfy both response

functions constitute the set of equilibrium outcomes; for

a

given pair of response functions, the equilibrium need not be
unique.

(For example,

if both parties exhibit response function

of the form sketched in Figure 3,

there may be as many as four

equilibrium outcomes.)

Several special cases are of interest:

When party

i

remains unperturbed (or at least unresponding) in the face of
haim,

then

r^ (H^

)

=

experienced will be

and the final level of harm
H^

=

r^

(0),

which is generally (but not
j

were he to respond more

actively to harm inflicted upon him.

In the event that both

necessarily) less than the harm to

parties exhibit this kind of response, the level of harm to each

party is zero.

These response functions might arise, for

example, because of the personalities of the parties (as a

permanent part of their relationship), or they could occur for
particular conflict because of the availability of escape.
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a

All ernntively,

wiih

one party may respond to all levels of harm

fixed harm

a

del erm ne the

H,

.

thus allowing the other party's action to

level of harm he (i) experiences.

function and the level of

ret:pon:5e

H,

result in greater harm to party

Although the points

(H,

,

this approach could easily

or to both parties.*"

i

H^

,

H,

Depending upon j's

)

satisfying both response

functions are equilibrium points, they may differ in their
stc'bil'.ty

exceed;

properties.
=

t'lat of H,

When the derivative of
r, (Hj ),

the

eqvii

H,

= r^

'

{U,

)

librium point

by their intersection is stable, and thus presents

rej res-;nted

retSon:ible outcome of the conflict:
of small disturbances.

th(

fa::e

th(

eqMilibrium is unstable,^"

a

equilibrium can be restored in

However, when

r^

'

>

r2

"

*

'

,

and the equilibrium point may lead

to whai: has been elsewhere characterized as an "arms race"

(Richardson,
esc

1960a;

Boulding) in v/hich the level of conflict

alaUes until one or both parties have been incapacitated or

kiJled^'
stfible

Thus,

in Figure 4 below,

points B and C represent

eqii]ibria for response functions

refpeci:iv'5ly,

biit

II.

and

11^,,

point A represents an unstable equilibrium.
[Figure 4 here]

-'or

response functions such as those depicted in Figure

4,

disturbances resulting in departure away from point A may take
th€:

CO

if 1

let to resolution at points B or C,

apjlic-ible response function for 11.^'
rerponr.e functions -- in particular,

depending upon the

However,

when

a

for different

stable ecjuilibrium does

not ex.st at levels of harm greater than those occurring at A --
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.

disturbance from point A may result in successive escalation of
This would occur,

harm.

for example,

in the limiting cases in

which neither individual's response function exhibits

a

range of

submissiveness, or in which the counterpoint of point B or C occurs
at injury levels exceeding death of one party.

(This escalation

could also occur in the absence of an unstable equilibrium as, for
example, when the response functions do not intersect in the

relevant range of

Hi

and

H2

)

The stability of equilibrium is of concern here for two
reasons:

First,

it is useful in investigating the diversity of

violent behavior among persons subject to the same sanctions:
tells

a

it

story consistent with nonlethal intended harm in some

conflicts, as well as unintended death occurring in others.
Second,

it suggests that policy measures or other exogenous changes

may reduce harm both by inducing general reduction in levels of
response (as discussed in examples to follow) and by introducing
stable equilibrium outcomes in conflicts from which they would

otherwise be absent.

This is illustrated in Figure

5,

where

is I's new response function.^'

[Figure

5

Here]

The response functions may be rewritten to denote the

presence of the various sanctions and other factors assumed
constant in the preceding discussion, i.e..

(g^mwai

Hi

- Ra (Phi

(H, ),s' ,p,i ,Uf )Ui

(13)

Ha

= Ri (Ph2 (ga ,m, ,a3 (Hi ),Si',p,3 ,U*)Ui

(14)
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1^

and

th'!

effects of differing conditions on conflict behavior

analyzed.

the use of alcohol and certain other drugs

For example,

("downers") occasions
lower value of m,

shift in the response function --inducing

a

the level of internal sanction-- as

a

consequence

of the relaxation of inhibitations and decreased fear response

which attend increasing levels of these substances in the body.
This circumstance implies generally higher levels of injury

associated with the presence of alcohol and other drugs,
corclu.'3io:i

a

with which empirical findings agree (Geerken and Gove,

1977) .^*

if an individual has access to a weapon,

Similarly,

the

reaction function shifts upward until the length of the aggressive
stage increases as well.

The resulting level of injuries is in

general greater for one and possibly both parties; this is

consistent with empirical findings on consequences of the presence
of weapons (Zimring).

weapon

!5''

^

Policies reducing availability of

or decreasing the usage of certain drugs and alcohol

would result in

a

downward shift of the response function, and in

generally less harm experienced in conflict.

III.

ImplicatJ^on s and Exten s lo ns of the Theo ry

The theory of decisionmaking by an individual assigns

importance to legal, social, and internal sanctions, and to the

accessibility of alternatives to conflict.
however,

Additional factors,

also affect the occurrence and outcome of conflict and
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a

these factors are represented in the response functions of the two
parties.
at all

This response behavior determines whether conflict occurs

(i.e., whether H

>

0);

what levels of harm to the parties

are associated with the outcome of conflict;

and whether the

outcome denotes an interior equilibrium or

boundary outcome

a

reached by successive "arms race" escalations of harm.

A.

The Legal Price of Conflict Behavior

Much of the emerging economic literature on illegal activity
characterizes applicable legal sanctions as the price of

satisfaction-yielding activity, or as

production of an illegal output.

presented above assigns

a

^^

a

cost involved in the

In contrast,

the theory

critical but not dispositive role to

legal sanctions as determinants of illegal activity,
the

a

and portrays

price of conflict behavior in terms of the marginal penalties

to increased harm.

The theory points out that the link between

statutory penalties and the price of aggression is

a

fragile one,

easily weakened by other public and private actions:

First, the effectiveness of legal penalties is dependent upon
the levels of other forms of sanction.

When social or internal

sanctions are sufficiently low, even stiff legal sanctions result
in a low price for aggression.

Conversely, deterrence of conflict

will for some individuals be attributable more to the presence of

severe social or internal sanctions than to legal prices.
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Second,
pr?;cti

the legal penalty structure reflects enforcement

as well as statutory penalties specified "on the books".

:e

If act lal

enforcement does not manifest the priorities of statutory

tie effective penalty structure will not be sufficient to

lav.,

carry

;)ut

legislative intent.

or y(Hi is identically zero,

In the

limiting case,

if either e(H)

the effective penalty structure is

ze] o also.

'"onsider a variant of this special case in which enforce-

meit
i

.

f

•

.

i

,

.-5

directed toward conflicts resulting in death of
but not toward other assaults.

riomicides,

a

party,

Then equation (4)

become;;

".(H)

foi

th-?

tei m

oi"

= h(H)

e(H*)y(H*)

assumption that e(H) =
e>7uation (4).

sei:sit;.vi cy of legal
h(Ii),

'.:he

(15)

for H

<

Since e(H*) and y(H*) are scalars, the

penalties to levels of harm must arise from

likelihood of victim death given intended harm H.

this stuation,

In

the only effective legal penalty for assault (as

di £ tin jui -shed from intentional homicide)
thf

H* annihilates the second

is the "spillover"

from

honicide penalties, with the effect of the prospective

peraltes diminishing quickly
Further,

increases.
for

II

<

H*

,

as the difference between H and H*

if the individual's perception is that h(H) =

which is consistent with the observation that most

homicide assailants intended only to hurt their victims, then s(H)
=

(for H

<

H*

)

and the homicide penalties (alone) will not only
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fail to dater assaults but will also fail to deter most homicides.

Thus the success of policies intended to deter homicide is heavily

intertwined with the choice of policies pursued with respect to
assault.

More detailed consideration of legal sanctions involves

dissecting the marginal legal penalty structure into the marginal
penalties associated with increased harm beyond an initial level,
and the marginal penalty for engaging in conflict at all, that is,
the penalty for the first "unit" of H:

sanctions held constant and H

>

With social and internal

it is the marginal structure

0,

itself rather than the absolute levels of penalty which determines
the equilibrium for an individual.

So,

for example,

a

uniform

increase in all sentences leaves the marginal statutory penalties
unchanged, and will fail to reduce the levels of injury sustained
in the course of conflict.

The importance of the marginal penalty structure highlights

another

a

policy issue, however.

desiral'jle for

A steep marginal penalty function

deterrence purposes requires that penalties for great

harm be markedly higher than those for smaller harms.

But then a

policy tradeoff emerges:

Assuming s(H*) the severest penalty, to

be given -- for example,

s(H*) represents life imprisonment or the

death penalty -- and s'(H) monotonically increasing, one can obtain

greater deterrence of additional harm by decreasing the penalties
for initially engaging in conflict,

i.e.,

the marginal penalty

incurred for inflicting the first unit of H.
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The arguments are

familiar: where capital penalties can be assigned for particular
crimes,

no stiffer sanction remains to deter the killing of

wiines.'ses,

of police,

or other officials.*'

(The problem is

analogous to that of the negative income tax with

break-even point:

a

given

improved incentives to work can only be obtained

by lowering the income floor applicable to nonworking families.)
In the limiting case,

if the death penalty or life imprisonment is

assigned for the most minor of assaults, we should expect murders
to increase. This perspective contrasts markedly with the

prescription of harsh sentences to cure all ills.^®

B.

Other Aspects of Conflict Price

In addition to legal sanctions,

other factors affecting the

price of aggression constitute possible policy instruments as
well.

For example,

if internal sanctions are learned in childhood,

as the behavioral literature indicates,

then family policies and

other programs might be fruitfully directed toward increasing these
sanctions.

Since internal sanctions are lower when there is

overcrowding, policies affecting housing markets would,

constitute policies about conflict as well.

in effect,

Similarly, programs

which iToster the availability of escape from conflict would permit
the response function of one party (or both) to become identically
zero,

at least for the current conflict event. ^'
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C.

Alternatives to Conflict

The search for alternatives to conflict has provoked the

contemplation and fascination of

a

variety of researchers.

Lewis

Richardson, for example, in his search for understanding of "the

etiology of conflicts," assembled and examined

a

list of

"pacifiers," defined as conditions whose presence makes the

outbreak of
likely ^°

a

deadly quarrel less likely or its termination more

Examples of such pacifiers of international conflict

included entries such as "hating

"distraction by sports.

"^^

a

different group of people" and

Hermann Mannheim hypothesized that

"[s]erious crimes of violence may decline owing to the competition
of war as a more impressive form of violence and conversely,

they

may increase in frequency if war were completely suppressed" (page
208).

John MacDonald in his study of murderers and victims notes

such constructive outlets for homicidal impulses as employment in a
sleiughterhouse and appointment as an official executioner.*^

The theoretical framework includes these alternatives to

aggression as substitutes for conflict behavior, with changes in
the price of the relevant alternative activity resulting in changed

conflict behavior as well as change in the level of the alternative
activity.

Easier accessibility of recreation, for example, would

be associated with

a

activity engaged in,

lower price Pl
L,

,

a

higher level of recreation

and a downward shift in the individual's

conflict response function.

To the extent that both parties

experience such response shifts, the "pacifying" influence is
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Urban mayors seeking funds for summer youth

accent lated.

employment programs,

rec rea!:ion and

for example,

argue that without

availability of such alternatives, individual or group

ea; y

vie len:e

may ensue.

some individuals engage in recreation as the

'/Vhile

alternative to conflict, other persons pursue employment, volunteer
wo]k,

or other activities.

!?chooling,

inl erpi-etation of

activity

L,

With this diversity of

the price p^

is characterized

generally as the price of an individual's best alternative to
enciagiyig

conflict.

In

Despite the diversity in alternative

however, many of the relevant alternatives share

aciivii:ie3,

sirnilar movements in price as functions of changes in the economic

en\'ironment
cof t

ol"

.

In particular,

during times of recession the search

obtaining employment rises; the prices associated with

other activities increase relative to household resources; and, to
th(

ex!:ent that some of these alternatives are provided by state

anci

lo:al governments,

ac1.ivi*:ie5 ]ess

falling public expenditures make the

easily available.

Consequently, one would expect

to obs-*rv3 increases in violence during recessionary times.
haf:

in-leed been the case,

This

as documented by Harvey Brenner and by

Joreph Eyer, each using the series data for the United States."'

These theoretical and empirical findings point to the

importance of macroeconomic policy in determining the environ-

ment

i;i

which violence may occur,

for the policy choices may serve

to butt.ress or to weaken the effects of legal sanctions.
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Programs

)

affecting local labor markets such as job training programs and
public works projects can also be expected to affect conflict
behavior, and so may have benefits typically not included in the

benefit-cost studies frequently antecedent to such programs.

D.

Industrial Conflict

With appropriate adaptation, the theory of interpersonal
conflict can be translated to the context of industrial relations,
as outlined briefly here.

For conflict in the form of a strike,

harm inflicted by the union can be characterized in terms of the

duration of the strike (as well as, perhaps, the number of
striken). Management inflicts increased harm as its wage offers

grow further away (decrease) from the union's initial demands or

another suitable benchmark. These harms replace, in this context,
the definitions of

Hj

and

H2

given earlier.

(For lockouts,

one

could reverse the decision variables of the parties with the

following discussion with respect to strikes suitably adapted.

As in the case of interpersonal conflict, parties to labor

disputes are faced with legal sanctions, such as the remedies of
the National Labor Relations Act; with social sanctions,

the pressure exhibited by third parties,

such as

including the general

public in the case of national emergency disputes; and with
internal sanctions reflecting the "biography" of each party as well
as historical aspects of the company-union relationship.
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Where one

]

or more of these sanctions is lower,

one would expect to see

greatei- harm than otherwise.

Government actions may affect not only the level of legal
sanctions, but of other sanctions as well.

For example, were the

Department of Labor to undertake greater enforcement of the
Landrum-Gri f f in Act regulating aspects of internal union
governance, the vinion's internal sanctions could be expected to
change.
sti ike

In particular,

if a dictatorial union leader with high

sanctions (e.g., with union response function identically

zeio) were to be supplanted by democratic decisionmaking in a

strike-favoring union (dH,/dH2>0 for Hi>0,H2>0 where

Hj

denotes union-inflicted harm) then one would expect increased harm
frcim

strikes,

as illustrated in Figure 6.
[

'f the

frame,

Figure

5

Here

parties repeat these behaviors throughout

given time

the the type-(b) union will engage in more aggres-

sive strikes than would its type-(a) counterpart.
th€T

a

exjierience of the United Mineworkers Union,

This was roughly

for example,

in the

period before versus the period after the increased enforcement of
federal law which followed in the wake of the Yablonski
killings."*

Such an outcome, consistent with the model,

that union democracy is not maintained without cost.

suggests

To the extent

that this outcome is independent of the strike preference or

willingness of the members, it poses

a

critical policy dilemma:

Does the attainment of industrial democracy necessitate the

sacrifice of industrial peace?
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Application of the conflict theory to industrial disputes
highlights two additional policy concerns.
for both parties,

outcome,

First,

acting rationally, to arrive at

it is possible
a

nonzero

since engaging in conflict contributes to the goal

attainment of each party; yet, the social desirability of the

privately determined conflict outcome is open to question when
third parties are affected.

The theory suggests that if a zero

conflict outcome is socially desirable, its attainment will

generally require additional governmental intervention.^^

Second,

as in the case of interpersonal conflict,

the profile

of legal penalties and their enforcement is critical in determining
the overall effective penalty structure.

Again,

a

steep marginal

penalty to deter increased harm -- such as per day fines which
increase rapidly with strike duration --

requires that the

penalties for the first "unit" of harm be low, and vice-versa.
Thiis

a

policy tradeoff exists between deterring the occurrence of

industrial conflict, and limiting the harm resulting from conflicts

which do occur. ^^

IV

.

Conclusion

This paper has presented
a

a

theory in which conflict occurs as

consequence of rational economic decisionmaking by two

interacting parties.

In the theory,

individual equilibrium, and

hence the two-party equilibrium, depends upon the effective price
of aggression determined by the applicable legal statutes and
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.

enforc >ment,

social sanctions,

and internal sanctions.

Each party

rerpon-ls to harm inflicted by the other first with anger and then

wilh

f »ar;

the former is manifested in increased aggression,

the latter in submissive behavior.

way mav lead to
it

hov.evei-,

suc:ces:>ive

a

and

Interaction carried on in this

stable equilibrium; under other conditions,

leads to an unstable solution and possibly to the

escalation of conflict analogous to an international

arr s r-ice

I'olicies which reduce the conflict response of one or both

paitie'? --in the limiting case,

yielding an identicially zero

respon'je for harm experienced by a party-- may succeed in two ways:
(1;

th'jy

may reduce an equilibrium level of harm from the outcome

it wou d otherwise assume within the relevant range where injuries

to bot

1

parties less than fatal; or (2) they may introduce

a

lover- njury solution for a conflict otherwise resolved only by the

deoth of one or both parties.
inc lud
alf^o

'

Such conflict-reduction policies

not only the obvious one of increased legal sanctions, but

longer-run policies affecting social and internal sanctions,

and po icLes which serve to increase accessabi lity to alternative

acliviLies such as employment and recreation.

The accessibility or

price of the alternative activity depends upon preference and
chcirac':eristics of the individual and upon more general

envirG:imental conditions.
provid'i's a

Among other conclusions, this analysis

theoretical basis for the empirically observed

relationship between violent activity and cyclical fluctuations in
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macroeconoinic conditions.

It is also consistent with a

sociological life cycle theory of the family.

More specific to the issue of setting legal prices for

aggression by individuals, it is the structure of penalties rather
than their absolute level which affects individual decisionmaking
once conflict has begun.

There is

a

tradeoff in policy between

reducing the occurrence of conflict and reducing the harm in
conflict which do occur.

Further,

it has been shown that effective

deterrence of homicide depends crucially upon the legal sanctions
for assault,

so long as most homicides are the unintended outcomes

of assaults.

At a more general level, the theory points to the fragility
of legal sanctions as a policy tool when used without regard to

other conditions affecting the price of conflict behavior.

Becker's arguments on behalf of the importance of including social

interaction in models of individual behavior are given ample
sup^port by the theory.

And the role of internal sanctions in

determining the price of aggression leads to some critical
questions about the extent to which early experiences and events
giving rise to such internal sanctions may dominate perception of
price for years to come.
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NOTES
*Sloan School of Management, M.I.T.
If there is truth to
the adage that a good fight will always draw a crowd, it may
explain the kindness of these persons who offered helpful
Theodore Bergstrom, Paul Courant, Robert Crutchfield,
comments:
John Cross, Michael Darby, Michael Geerken, Walter Gove, Edward
Gramlich, Jack Hirshleifer, Jan Kmenta, Richard Lempert, Eli
Noam, Anthony Oberschall, Llad Phillips, Richard Porter, James
Rer>chovsky, Dan Rubinfield, Felicity Skidmore, and Harold
John Copeland provided excellent research assistance.
Votey.
I
also benefited from comments given in public finance and
economic theory workshops at the University of Michigan.
The
research was supported in part by the National Institute of

Mental Health.
'Within the dispute resolution literature, the term
"conflict" is used somewhat ambiguously to denote a dispute or
potential dispute; a negotiated agreement; a third-party
decision, such as one made by an arbitrator or court; and the
process of resolution undertaken by the disputants alone.
This
pap)er f^mploys the last of these alternative definitions.
Indeed, the most salient characteristic of interlaw is the absence of a body having coercive
What authority international law and tribunals do
authority.
have d(;rives from the voluntary behavior of individual states,
potential censure by the world community, and complex
interrelations among countries engaged in regularized
At
transactions.
See Myres McDougal and W. Michael Reisman.
times, as with the ongoing U.S. /Japan dispute over imports,
these sanctions are insufficient to resolve disagreement.
^

nal. ional

By contrast, interpersonal conflict is generally
prohibited by the state, but lack of swift and sure enforcement
leaves disputes in the hands of the parties, literally.

Under the Norris-LaGuardia Act, barring use of the
injunction in labor disputes, and the National Labor Relations
industrial relations are intentionally left open for free
Ac1
collective bargaining and the use of strikes, lockouts, and
Although employees not covered by the
other concerted action.
NLRA may be prohibited from engaging in such concerted action,
they too (e.g., public employees) have at times engaged in such
conflict
,

Ashenf el ter and Johnson, for example, go so far as to
assert thit "there are not two but three parties involved in
labor-management negotiations:
the management, the union
leadership, and the union rank and file" (page 36), and analyze
strike decisions as emanating from this divergence of objectives
within the union. Donald Martin, in his property rights theory
of union behavior, also notes the potential disparity between
goals of union leaders and those of members.
"
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It seems that unions do not have a monopoly on such
General Electric' s management for a
"nonoptimal" behavior.
number of years followed a policy of making a f irst-and-f inal
offer in labor negotiations, apparently unwilling to tolerate
any modifications of the wage package in any direction.
This
practice, known as "Boulwarism" continued until it and other
acts were determined by the NLRB and U.S. Court of Appeals to
constitute bad faith bargaining. NLRB v. General Electric Co.,
418 F.2d 736 (ed Cir. 1970), cert, denied 397 U.S. 965,
Similiar behavior has been
rehearing denied 397 U.S. 1059.
observed in bargaining experiments discussed by Howard Raiffa
(pp. 44-77), where subjects faced with firm demands for large
concessions chose to reject the proposed settlements, preferring
to receive nothing rather than accept only a small gain.
,

,

*

See Plucknett.

''In addition to the bargaining theories of Cross,
Harsanyi Hicks, and Zeuthen, the bargaining literature
encompasses two classes of theories:
1) deterministic theories
which suggest specific settlement outcomes; and 2) behavioral
theories which associate certain bargaining behaviors with
Cross and
different goals and strategies of the bargainers.
DeKenil review a number of these models, particularly the
deterministic ones; Walton and McKersie present and review
several behavioral theories.
,

The deterministic bargaining theories (as well as some of
the others) assume that the outcome of a prospective conflict or
third-party decision is known, as is the individual's utility
associated with that outcome. The bargained outcome providing
exactly the same utility -- as, for example, if a negotiated
wage of $3.50 per hour were as desirable to a union as a $4.00
wage obtained after a two-month strike -- defines the
reservation price, and the interval between the reservation
prices constitutes the Pareto superior set.
Although focusing
primarily on the division of the disputed item (the wage,
sentence, etc.) within this set, these theories implicitly
assign a critical role to the third-party or conflict outcome
thi ough its benchmarking role in determining the reservation
price.
See Cross, who reviews many of these theories.

More recently, scholars have employed frameworks of
asymmetric information to analyze decisions to drop, settle or
try cases.
See, for example, Salant and Rest (1982), Cave
Other models have been
(1986), and Reinganum and Wilde (1986).
used to analyze the effect of litigation cost allocation systems
on the settlement-or-trial decision, e.g., P'ng (1983), Bebchuk
(1984)

See Farber (1979) for analysis of arbitration outcome
and uncertainty, and their effects on pre-arbitration
bargaining.
For theories of regulatory and judicial dispute
*^'
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see Lucien Bebchuk, John Gould, Patricia Danzon and
Judith Lachman, William Landes, Richard Posner, and
Mitchell Polinsky and Steven Shavell.

rerolution,

Lee Li .lard,

Additional theories of conflict include, in the labor
context, John Kennan (1985), Clark Kerr and Abraham Siegel,
Joseph Tracey, and, reviewing these, Kennan (1987); the tariff
war theories of Harry Johnson and Tibor Scitorsky; and the
international conflict theories of Robert Axelrod, W. J.
Horvath, and Lewis Richardson.
Economists and biologists have
also begun to analyze within an economics framework the problems
of conflict and coexistence among and within species.
See, for
example, Jack Hirshleifer (1977a, 1977b).
""

"Page 39.
Viewed from the perspective of the bargaining
theories, a strike occurs as a consequence of the failure to
reach a negotiated outcome.
It does not follow, however, that
strikes are without benefit to one or both of the parties (apart
from tlie wage outcome), as much of the bargaining literature
Ashenfelter and Johnson's paper provides one
might suggest.
varian': of the general argument that strikes increase union
solidai-ity.
Melvin Reder has characterized the union's
willingness to endure a strike as an investment in more
favorable management behavior in future periods.
See also
Freeman and Medoff at 219-220.
One could make similar arguments
with respect to other sorts of conflicts.
"See, e.g., Ashenfelter and Johnson:
"The precise shape
of (the function] is a matter of conjecture and surely differs
between collective bargaining situations...." (p. 37); Farber
(pp. 262-263).

^"Becker's (1973) theory assigns a critical role to the
manner in which the social environment of the individual is
affected by the actions and attitudes of others; the latter are
treated as exogenous in what is essentially a one-party model.
Isc.ac Ehrlich (1975) has drawn upon Becker's social interaction
theory in his analysis of the deterrent effect of the death
penalty.
Focusing on murder rather than conflict as the generic
event, Ehrlich' s model attributes a utility gain to the murderer
upon the death of the party toward whom the murderer feels
malevo J.ently
''Using this approach, Becker (1973) examines sharing
within families, emulation of neighbors, and other aspects of
decisionmaking within the household.

Henry and Short's book is the classic presentation of
Rothenberg provides a review of the theories.
Murray Strauss and Richard Gelles provide numerous examples of
typical family and work life stresses.
Physiological
manifestations of stress have also been linked to work life in
specific occupations; for example, accountants have been shown
to experience increased levels of blood cholesterol as tax
^

^

thj s theory.
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.

deadlines approach, diet held constant, as discussed by
and by Eyer (1977a).
Indeed, employees
Friedman, et al
experiencing injury from job-related stress have been found to
qualify for legal compensation from employers (Ankeny)
For a
moi e comprehensive study concerning social and physiological
determinants of emotional states generally, including stress,
see Schachter and Singer.
,

.

See Rothenberg.
Richard Berk writes with respect to
group violence, that "there is ]... evidence that relative
deprivation reflects people's expectations of what should be
[compared with what is] and thus unrest tends to occur not when
the economy is really bad, for example, but when hopes are
raised either prematurely or in excess of actual performance
1

3

[

II

'*

Rothenberg (page 202).

He adds,

...[T]here are predispositions to anxiety and anger in
relation to particular situations and persons or
classes of situations and persons.
Such predispositions are so constant and predictable that they may be
considered to be structural features of the personality
that tend to instigate violence [page 209].
'^See, for example, Henry and Short, who discuss the
sociological and psychological bases for the legitimation of
violence in general and for particular forms of violence.

The power of social sanctions to mitigate the effect of
legal sanctions is demonstrated in Stanley Milgram's research on
the willingness of individuals to obey "legitimate" authority
and inflict pain on another person.
In these experiments, the
influence of "orders" directed toward the subjects was profound;
yet even this powerful influence was mitigated when peer
rebellion was introduced, thus undercutting the experimenter's
authority.
One explanation for the potent effects of this peer
behavi<:>r, Milgram suggested, is that the subject was able to
observe that there were minimal consequences of defying the
authority.
For further discussion of social sanctions see
Homans

The social sanctions may attach not only to behavior, but
For example, the effects of
to the legal sanctions themselves.
an arrest record on employment prospects will reinforce legal
sanctions for some social groups (Calvani).
^ Abbott
Archer and Gartner note that most
(1927).
combatant nations, as contrasted with a noncombatant control
sample, experienced substantial postwar increases in their rates
of homicide, and that within countries the increases cut across
demographic lines:
"This wartime reversal of the customary
peacetime prohibitions against killing may somehow influence the
threshold for using homicide as a means of settling conflict in
everyday life" (page 950).
^
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for example, Geerken and Gove, Gibbs (1968b), and
Gary Becker's seminal paper on crime (1958)
characi:erized legal penalties as the price of criminal activity,
an approach generally followed in the now-extensive economics of
See, e.g., Ehrlich (1973) and Wolpin (1978),
crime Literature.
effect
of the death penalty; and Cook, who
the
deterrent
on
reviews some of the literature; and Polinsky and Shavell (1984).
1

7

See,

Sherman and Berk.

'"Rothenberg (pages 200, 205).
'

'

Lorenz (page 246).

'"Pasternak (page xii) summarizes:
"(Mlurder by acutely
psychotic persons is rare.... In most instances the murderer only
sought to hurt his victim." Lorenz makes a similar comparison
but from a different perspective, which notes the similarity of
behavior in normal and psychopathic individuals.
^'A Police Foundation study of files of the Kansas City
Police revealed that 85 percent of homicides in families were
preceded by one or more disturbance calls to the police, and
half of the homicides were preceded by five such events (page
Zimring has characterized murders as merely "successful"
iv)
assaults, and has demonstrated that in many cases the feature
which distinguishes murders from assaults is not the degree of
muiderous intent, but the presence and type of weapon.
See also
Phillips, Votey and Howell.
.

"^MacDonald, Pasternak, and Williams each discuss the
roJe of the victim in precipitating violent interchange.
Pokorny reports, "It has been found... that in many instances of
homicide fierce arguments precede the murder, with progressive
escalation in emotion and violence" (page 229).
In addition, a
recent study by the New York Police Department's Office of
Management Analysis revealed that over one-half of murder
victims had prior arrest records, and more than half were killed
by friends or acquaintances during a dispute New York Times
(

August 28, 1977,

p.

1

,

)

'^ Richardson' s compilation of "deadly quarrels" (1960b)
presents variation in rates of violence (incidents per million
populatiion per year) ranging from 3 homicides per year in
Geimany in the period 1882-84 to 510 murders in Chile in 1932.
For a more contemporary analysis of demographic patterns see
See also FBI (1985), presenting differences
Marvin Wolfgang.
among ethnic groups within the U.S.
* Fully
35 percent of assault offenders are over thirty,
unusually old as criminals go. Assault and homicide appear to
be the most "equal opportunity" crimes of the seven which
comprise the Uniform Crime Index; more than other crimes, they
span the age, income, and education strata (FBI, 1975, 1985;
Gelles, 1972).
But see also Williams (1984), finding a positive
link between poverty and homicide.
^
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See Pokorny, Durkheim, Richardson, and Gelles (1972)
Henry and Short find homicide rates
on differences by religion.
to be cyclical for blacks and countercyclical for whites.
They
find suicide to be cyclical, with upper-class whites more
frequently responding to stress with suicide than with
See also Daniel Hamermesh; Jack Gibbs (1968b); New
homicide.
York Times Oct. 5, 1985, Sec. 4, p. 20 (stress-related suicides
due to farm crisis).
•^

^

,

^ The
FBI, Gelles, and Richardson (1960b) all report
increases in violent activity on the weekend -- Sunday usually
leading Saturday -- with similar differences by time of day, in
rough accord with the periods in which more household members
are likely to be at home.
'^

''Richardson (1960b) reviews several studies finding
aggressive crime more frequent in hot weather.
See also Heller
and Markland. -Sfee- FBI^ d ep i c-ts -the— atte r n^a-s ft5irt©«*T £or-—X9B5-r'^

—

-

'®Here the contention is that aggression serves to
relieve stress.
This is consistent with the frustrationaggres:5ion theory described earlier (see, for example, Henry and
An alternative school of thought depicts violence as
Short)
occurri.ng either in response to the fight-or-f light choice
itself or for the purpose of removing obstacles, thus obviating
the need for making the fight-or-f light choice (Rothenberg)
This view is also consistent with the portrayal of an individual
pursuing particular objectives, as represented in his or her
utility function.
.

'•^See Eyer

(1977b) and Rothenberg.

° The effect of a given level of harm on its recipient,
however, may depend not only on aggressive acts taken by one
party but also on characteristics of the person being harmed.
This is the problem of the "eggshell skull"; as detailed in the
next section, it is taken into account by associating with each
level of harm inflicted a probability that the injury results in
See, e.g.. State v. Frazierman, 399 Mo. 982, 98 S.W.2nd
death.
707 (1935) (affirming manslaughter conviction for death of
hemophiliac after a single blow)
'

Sherman and Berk, in field experiments, find also that
stronger deterrent effects are associated with particular forms
^

^
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such as immediate arrest in cases of domestic
assault.
In addition to the criminal sanctions, a defendant may
be liable for civil damages.
See Keeton, Dobbs, Keeton and Owen
at 7-13, 220-234.
of sanction,

''The potency of social sanctions is illustrated by
experiments conducted by S. E. Asch in which a group of
"subjects" was shown a line of a given length -- ten inches, for
example -- and asked to choose which of three other lines (e.g.,
six, ten, and twelve inches long) matched the length of the
With all "subjects" but the last instructed to choose
first.
the same incorrect line, a sizable number of true subjects
succumbed to group pressures and deliberately chose the
incorrect line also.
Cf. Pollack, at page 586:
"The social basis of family loyalty rests generally on
accepted norms or standards of conduct regarding the
t:reatment of family members which are enforced through
reputation ..."

''See Gelles (1972, 1977) and Henry and Short.
Conceivably, this kind of learning could be represented in a
model like that of Stigler and Becker, describing experiential
human capital accumulation.
For a critical review of perceptual studies on deterrence
generally, embodying legal, social and internal sanctions, see
Williams and Hawkins.
* The
specific activity (or bundle of activities) which
presents an alternative to aggression may differ among
individuals, but for a given individual is known.
One may think
of the price of the activity as the cost of having a good day,
whether in recreation, employment outside the home, home
production activity or another activity.
I
am indebted to Paul
Courant for this interpretation.
•''

-^Here it is assumed that the relevant functions can be
manipulated to permit statement in explicit form as indicated.
In this context, utility in the usual sense is measured by the
increase in utility above its initial level, i.e., U-U*

'^It is assumed that all forms of legal penalty can be
stated in terms of a single variable, by using appropriate
weights for fines and incarceration.
The relevant empirical
tool to be used in measuring sentence -- e.g., the legally
prescribed maximum, minimum, determinate sentence, or expected
value -- will depend upon local laws and custom.
3 7

that is, the
^ -j^^^y
penalties for assault approach those for homicide as the
seriousness of the assault approaches homicide, the function
reverts to a simpler form.
In the event that

Y"

,
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^® Concerning the legal significance of intent, acts
taken, and harmful consequences of acts, see Fletcher (pages
115-122, 235-241); Keeton, Dobbs, Keeton and Owen; and
Schulhofer.
Here it is assumed that the harm occurs as intended
or thai: death occurs.
^^

Homicide is perhaps the best-enforced of all crimes,
receiving high priority throughout the criminal justice
process.
In contrast, assault is among the least enforced:
Police are reluctant to intervene, particularly in domestic
quarrels; "disturbance calls" to police constitute the single
largest source of assaults on officers and the third highest
source of on-the-job deaths (FBI; see also Parnas).
Prosecutors
fear that complainants will fail to testify and leave the case
dangling for want of its primary witness (Lachman, 1975).
Courts have also hesitated to intervene:
Truninger discusses
cases in which spousal immunity in tort actions was asserted as
necessary for the preservation of the family, on the basis that
interfering with family violence "would destroy the peace and
harmony of the home." But see Moran v. Beyer 734 F.2d 1245
(7th Cir. 1984), in which the U.S. Court of Appeals struck down
an Illinois statute providing for interspousal immunity from
Finding the statute not to be rationally related
tort claims.
to the state's goal of fostering "harmony", the court declared
the statute unconstitutional on equal protection grounds.
,

""Alternatively, one could introduce the effects of
social and internal sanctions through changes in the utility
function itself. The approach taken in the paper is employed,
first, because it is consonant with the customary assumption
that the structure of preferences remains constant from one
moment to the next; and second, because the close linkage
between these sanctions and the legal ones is consistent with
the behavioral science literature.

Durkheim discusses some of the nineteenth century
international data in support of this thesis (although he
disagrees with it).
For a more recent discussion see Henry and
Short.
Palmer, however, finds homicide and suicide to be
substitutes only when violence as a whole is generally high.
"*

'

*

^ The
question of how these aspirations are determined
(and revised) has been dealt with in the behavioral literature
also.
See, for example, Gelles (1972), Strauss, and Davies
Davies and subsequent writers have called this
(1962, 1959).
the "J-curve model" in which economic improvement generally -for example, decreased unemployment -- raises aspirations, but
achievement lags expectations and then falls.

^

' See
also Williams (1984), for
supporting the thesis that poverty is
homicide.
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a

more recent analysis
major economic source of

FBI data include 14.5% as stranger-on-stranger
* The
homicides, which arise largely in the course of other (typically
properliy) crimes:
these assailants are generally very young.
Were tlie "stranger" cases to be separated out, the remaining
distribution would align even better with the life cycle proxy.
''

"•"This representation is considered a proxy rather than
the actual variable since the number of own children under age
five will tend to underestimate number of children (and
therefore, possibly stage of the life cycle) for some families,
and the effect may not be randomly distributed.

Employing data from both the FBI and Census, a simple
regression (without disaggregation) yields R' = .67 where
observations are by age groups and "percentage of assailants" is
the dependent variable.
If one disaggregates the Census data by
income group, the same pattern recurs, translated to other
positions in the plane.
""Ax and Cannon, for example, note a "unitary visceral
excitement" reaction common to both anger and fear.

"'See Gurr at page 611.
Cf. U.S. National Advisory
Committee on Civil Disorders, at page 53 (civil disorders "are
unusua*.
irregular, complex, and, in the present state of
knowledge, unpredictible social processes"); Chalmers and
Sheltoii (statistical analysis of riots in which authors found
pattern in the changes in the "intensity" of a disorder hour by
hour o-/er the course of the disorder); Oberschall (analysis of
costs and benefits of conflict, and application of analysis to
U.S. riots of the 1960s).
,

''The functions depict, for each party, the following
response pattern:
To a party, say party I, the price of
aggression depends upon the harm inflicted on I by II; this is
represented by the symbol H^ and enters the conflict function
as shown by equation (8).
To party I,
(7) via the term aj
then, rrhanges in the value of Hj affect the price of conflict
to which T reacts; this reaction is manifested in the value
the harm inflicted by I
To this harm (analogous to
H]
output by I), party II responds in an analogous fashion,
manifested in harm H2 inflicted by 1 1 against I.
,

,

.

in taking the harm "received" to be a scalar, rather than
strategy or function of its own, these actors follow the
approach of Bertrand or Cournot duopolists -- who take the
behavior of a rival to be fixed, even as they revise their own
See Cournot,
behavior in response to moves by the rival.
functions
themselves,
however, follow
Bertrand.
The response
neither the Bertrand nor Cournot formulation precisely, for here
the counterpart of quantity (or output) "produced" by one actor
is manifested in the price faced by the other, and vice-versa.
The beliavior is instead more like that of actors who are
not
simultaneously bilateral monopolists in "both directions":
a
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only is I a monopsonist in purchasing II 's output, and II a
monopoly seller of it, but I is also a monopoly seller of its
See also Fellner,
output, and II the monopsonist purchasing it.
at pages 240-251 (bilateral monopoly isomorphism to duopoly
theory, within a restricted frame).

*^This latter possibility is analogous to arguments made
by some nations favoring "arming for peace," in order to
increase the response options available in the context of
international conflict.
^°Here, the Marshallian definition of stability is
employed, since the choice variables of the parties are mutually
exclusive.
Cf
Kenneth Boulding, at pages 228-248 (discussing
stability of equilibria in international conflict).
Experimental researchers in decision theory have also observed
"the escalation of commitment, " particularly where individuals
or groups are personally responsible for negative consequences:
Such persons (as compared to ones with less responsibility) will
commit the greatest amount of resources to a previously chosen
course of action, even when the outcome of previous steps was
negative.
Where both sides incur losses, both increase
commitment to their respective positions, and thus the failure
See Max Bazerman and Margaret Neale (pp.
or conflict escalates.
'^

^

60-62)
'^'If all pairs of parties to such conflict were to have
responae functions identical to those portrayed above, we would
expect to find some outcomes at the low-injury equilibrium
level, others at the higher equilibrium and few inbetween.
A
pattern of outcomes consistent with this assertion was observed
by W. J. Horvath for both industrial strikes and armed
(.-.f'lrr
c^Tif 11 LS, he found t\ t exp .'teu d'''
ion .>f
o
increai ;e with the age of ongoing conflict.
Although Kennan
(1987) would attribute this result, at least for labor, to the
heterogeneity of strikes -- some take place during the term of a
contract and are resolved more quickly -- the evidence from
estimation of mixed-distribution models does not offer a clear
confirmation of this.
'.

.i.

^ The
same
change, e.g., in
lowest levels of
for
shifting Hj
^'

,

sort of consequences occur when technological
transportation or medical care, causes the
harm resulting in death to increase -- thus
example, to the right.

* The obvious
limiting case arises when the decreased
motor control effects begin to predominate the inhibitionrelaxation effects; when this occurs, however, the individual is
unable to carry out aggressive intent (independent of inhibition
See
relaxation), and so the model as a whole does not apply.
the report of the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug
Abuse.
MacDonald suggests that illness and fatigue have effects
similar to those of drugs (page 21).
^
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S3e Phillips, Votey,

and Howell.

For examples, see Ehrlich (1975), who incorporates
otlier-party consumption into the individual's utility function,
Be( ker s 1968 paper on crime, and Wolpin; and more generally.
Cock a id Wilson.
*

'

'See, for example, Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
Healings Before the Subcommittee on Criminal Law of the
Cormittee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, 98th Congress, first
sef-sioa, on S. 829 (Serial No. J-98-37), p. 57 (reserving
d^^ath penalty for killing of top federal officials); see
feciera
Bowers
alfo
(1984), p. 38 (in the northeastern states, capital
puiish'ient has typically been reserved for the murder of a
police officer or prison guard).
19P3:

-

""'This difference in policy conclusion arises because a
cojlediion of possible offenses (for convenience, assumed to be
ont nu'im from zero to lethal personal injury) is included in
a
th€ analysis of a single decision.
The simple deterrence model
-- in './hi~h increased penalties result in decreased number of
crimes -- would yield the same results as the present model only
For a different
foi th'ri special case of dichotomous choice.
exi lanation as to why a death penalty might increase homicides,
ser Bower? and Pierce at 273-302.
c

in addition, research suggests that capital punishment
does not deter violence, even if that punishment is exclusively
rerervvid for capital crimes (Lempert, 1981), and that much of
the reduction of criminality associated with stiffer penalties
is atti'ibutable not to deterrence but to incapacitation of the
woiild-be criminals (Wolpin).
For a more extensive discussion of
th« orel'.ical statistical problems associated with studying
del err'mce of the death penalty, see Barnett and Learner.

See Sherman and Berk, who found, in experimental
that victims of domestic violence reported removal of the
assail-mt from home to be more effective than counseling alone
in pre-'enting subsequent violence.
"'

'

study,

''°See

Richardson

(

1960a, b) and Rapoport.

'Richardson (1960b).
Other "pacifiers" included the
de1err;nc3 afforded by armed strength, a concept more applicable
here to discussions of the price of conflict behavior.
'

MacDonald s second suggested outlet -- volunteer
participation on execution squads -- raises the curious
poj;sib,. li ty that the use of the death penalty could reduce
muider, operating not so much as a deterrent but as an
substitute for illegal executions which the volunteers might
otherwise carry out.
''

'

'
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'''Both Brenner (1976) and Eyer
1977a, b) independently
attempt to link various indicators of mental and physical health
with macroeconomic conditions, each of these researchers finding
levels of violence to be countercyclical.
For the other
indicators of mental well-being, however, the two authors differ
principally on the appropriate lag structure to be used. Using
sizable lags (e.g., often two to three years for some
physiological manifestations of stress, such as heart disease),
Brenner concludes that recessions lead to unhappiness and
Utilizing shorter lags, Eyer argues for
unhealthiness
as
a
cause of death, " attributing the same
"prosperity
physiological manifestations to the stress of overwork, rather
than the stress of unemployment.
Several caveats should be
First, the observed effects
added, as the authors acknowledge:
are for relatively large changes in the macroeconomic climate;
Brenner and Eyer are concerned primarily with recession (or
depression) and recovery.
Second, the authors do not account
for a number of other relevant factors:
for example, to the
extent that law enforcement is primarily carried out by state
and local governments whose revenues fall during recessions, the
consequent deterrent effect (absent from these models) may be
inappropriately attributed to the environmental variables
instead.
(

.

What both analyses lack -- and what allows the lag
question to remain a riddle -- is the critical link between the
macroeconomic indicators and the levels of stress experienced by
individuals.
The present paper closes part of the gap; but in
addition, one needs a more micro analysis of the markets for
labor, recreation, housing, etc., in order better to understand
the course and the timing of individual response to changes in
the macroeconomic environment.
An earlier paper by W. A. ijun^'ien, in v,lii.o}i ay icultural
product prices represent favorability of the economic climate in
Iowa, found a strong negative relationship between those prices
and the frequency of homicide in that state.
See also Wolpin,
who finds a positive relationship between occurrence of violent
crimes and unemployment, using time series and cross-sectional
..

data.
*"*

See Freeman and Medoff at pages 178-179, 218-219.

•'^Within this labor conflict theory, two special cases
are of interest:
(1) Ascribing to Hicks' bargaining theory a
counterpart model of strikes, one finds that in the Hicks
formulation, the parties are anticipated always to be in their
respective submissive ranges, that is, in the range where
management responds to a long strike by raising its wage offer,
and the union responds to a bleak wage picture by cutting
additional strike duration.
(2) The Ashenfelter and Johnson
model depicts conflict under conditions in which the union is
assumed to be in its submissive range, while management waits
for the union to resolve its differences and accept a reasonable
offer.
-47-

Indeed, the incidence and duration of strike move in
opposii:e directions to one another over the business cycle:
incidence is procyclical and duration countercyclical (Kennan,
Both incidence and duration, however, have been
19P5, 1986).
found to be positively related to wage increases (Gramm, 1984),
so that what changes over the cycle may be the aggregate balance
of the two, perhaps as a function of changed legal and social
sanctions, as well as other factors.
^

*
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